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ABSTRACT
With the development of blockchain technology and the rapid growth of the cryptocurrency
market, new opportunities appear consistently in the field of investment. The traditional
economy changes its form, new values arise in the digital "world" and a significant role in
these processes is played by decentralized technologies, in which cryptocurrencies and
digital tokens play a critical role.

INTRODUCTION
The past and current trend of initial coin offerings (ICO) has led to more than 1000 new
cryptocurrencies being created which are traded daily. Some have proven to have gained
trust and support among people in the community, whereas some have ended up in “pump
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and dump“ territory. During 2017, the volume of trade at the crypto exchanges increased
tens of times, in November, going over the threshold of 25 billion USD per day. At the same
time, the total market capitalization of all crypto-assets increased from 18 to 300 + billion
USD, which is more than 1600%. For comparison, the S&P 500 index for the same period
added only 16%. The market price of the «main cryptocurrency» Bitcoin has grown more
than 10 times in the last year. However, returns can be misleading and expertise in the
investment field as well as an understanding of crypto coin content is needed to gain optimal
exposure into the crypto investment universe. Cryptocurrencies are an evolving investment
asset which shouldn’t be overlooked by an investor willing to diversify its portfolio. As
correlation between assets in the real economy is moving towards 1 (particularly at a time of
distress on markets), cryptocurrencies have a much smaller correlation between
themselves, in some cases close to zero. Therefore, assets from the new economy are
serving as a natural hedge as they are disconnected from the traditional market and
represent an alternative. It is expected that the large majority of people outside the
community are still skeptical about cryptocurrencies and that it will take time to gain support
among them. Nevertheless, inflated equity valuations, negative yields and a lack of
alternative opportunities to invest in the current investment environment will force investors
to take part in cryptocurrencies and businesses created upon blockchain technology. The
exponential rise of blockchain technology used in real businesses is already delivering
visible value added effects to the economy.

BLOCKCHAIN
SECRET COIN is built on blockchain technology. A blockchain functions as a secure, public
ledger of all transactions on a peer-to-peer network that cannot be tampered with except
through the use of an impractically large amount of computing power. A complete copy of the
ledger is stored on each node in the network, allowing for such security. Specifically,
SECRET COIN is built on the Ethereum blockchain in order to achieve a completely
decentralized system. The benefits of a decentralized system are numerous. Firstly, on a
decentralized system, there is less likely to be a single point of failure on the network. In a
centralized system, if the central node in the network fails, the whole network fails with it.
However, in a decentralized system, the network’s data and computational power is
distributed among many nodes, requiring a larger number of nodes to fail before the network
is seriously impacted by the failures. Secondly, by distributing computing resources across a
decentralized system, as the network grows, so too does the computational power of the
network. Finally, in conjunction with blockchain technology, a decentralized network allows
transactions to be independently verified by any node in the network, eliminating the need
for trust in a central institution to verify transactions for everyone. As the benefits of a
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decentralized network become more apparent, it is clear that the future of the web
(sometimes called Web 3.0) is a decentralized one.

SECRET COIN DETAILS
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SECRET COIN coins are used as the native token for the SECRET COIN network’s protocol
Token Description:
SECRET COIN crypto token is released on the Ethereum platform (ERC-20). SECRET
COIN is compatible with third-party service wallets, exchanges and provides easy-to-use
integration.
Token Type: ERC-20 Compliant
Minimal Transaction Amount: 0.000000000000000001 SCR
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 SCR
Token Address: 0xc3d2fae2fbec8db5ef4a43c8b53276ab21bc1ce2

ERC-20 COMPLIANT
What does that mean?
Some of the ERC-20 functions include, for example, how to transfer token (either by the
owner or by proxy), and how to access data (such as names, symbols, supply, balance)
around the token. The standard explains two events which are; signals that smart contracts
can disseminate, and these signals which other smart contracts also ‘listen’ to receive.
Ethereum tokens function the same way almost everywhere on the Ethereum ecosystem
when these functions and events work hand in hand. Due to this fact, practically all ether
compatible wallets such as: MyEtherWallet.com, Metamask, and Ethereum Wallet, can also
accept ERC-20 compliant tokens. A significant innovation in the development of tokens
which are Ethereum-based is the ERC20 protocol standard. It bears similarity to the HTTP
protocol that defines the internet, as the ERC-20 serves as a protocol that establishes
various commands that should be implemented by a token. The ERC-20 is a technical
specification; it is not just a piece of code or software or technology. Therefore, any token
that implements the specification of standard tokens is an ERC-20 token. The functions
contained in the ERC-20 protocol standard are essential, and any reliable token should
uphold these duties to initiate transactions. Some of these deals are; transfer of tokens,
balance inquiry of tokens from a specific address, and a complete supply of tokens.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

I have contributed to the SECRET COIN Token distribution. When do I receive SECRET
COIN Tokens?
SECRET COIN Token will be sent to your ERC-20 compatible wallet after contribution.
What happens if I can’t contribute ETH or don’t receive my SECRET COIN Tokens?
The SECRET COIN Token distribution contract, SECRET COIN Token smart contract and
the SECRET COIN Tokens are being provided on an “as is” and “as available” basis without
representations, warranties, promises or guarantees whatsoever of any kind made by
SECRET COIN developers. Prior to purchasing SECRET COIN Tokens, you should ensure
that you carry out your own examination and investigation and carefully review in their
entirety the risks associated with purchasing SECRET COIN Tokens. Purchases of SECRET
COIN Tokens are non-refundable and purchases cannot be cancelled. Under no
circumstances will you be entitled to receive money or compensation for any SECRET COIN
Tokens purchased or your inability to purchase SECRET COIN Tokens.
How can I participate in the SECRET COIN Token distribution?
To participate in the SECRET COIN Token distribution, you will need an Ethereum
compatible wallet or an application where you and only you hold the private keys. Private
keys are needed to correctly interact with smart contract functions, like transferring
cryptographic tokens. Do not send ether (“ETH”) directly from cryptocurrency exchanges,
only an ETH compatible wallet.
What are SECRET COIN tokens?
SECRET COIN tokens are ERC-20 compatible tokens distributed on the Ethereum
blockchain pursuant to a related ERC-20 smart contract.
What SECRET COIN compatible wallets are recommended?
We recommend using either: MetaMask (Browser addon); or MyEtherWallet (no download
needed). The following wallets are known to be incompatible wallets; this is not a complete
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list. Do not use any of the following wallets to participate in the SECRET COIN Token
distribution: Any Bitcoin exchange, Any Ethereum exchange, Jaxx, Exodus, Coinbase,
Poloniex, Kraken, Bitstamp, Bitfinex, Bittrex, Cex.io
Are SECRET COIN Tokens transferable?
SECRET COIN Tokens could be transferred on a peer-to-peer basis or on platforms
operated by 3rd parties.
Are there network fees when transferring SECRET COIN Tokens?
Yes, the SECRET COIN Token is an ERC-20 compatible token; therefore, transfers will be
subject to ETH gas fees like all other transactions on the Ethereum network.

RISKS

The purchase of SECRET COIN carries with it significant risks. Purchasers and fund
managers are exposed to the following risks: inherent market risk, liquidity risk, technological
risk, loss risk, theft risk, regulatory risk, miscomprehension risk. By sending Ethereum to
address the purchaser agrees that he or she understands and accepts these risks and
potential losses of all funds without a possibility to restore. Fund managers do not hold any
risks except for risk of losing personal investments. For security reasons, fund managers
reserve the right not to disclose information about the way of storing crypto-assets, or to
change the content of information published in the public domain.

BEFORE PURCHASING ANY SECRET COIN TOKENS PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING
SECTIONS AS WELL AS THE “TOKEN SALE TERMS & CONDITIONS” („T&C“)
CAREFULLY.
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Any agreement between the SECRET COIN and you as a Participant in relation to any sale
and
purchase of SECRET COIN Tokens (as referred to in this White Paper) is to be governed by
and only by a separate document, the Token Sale Terms & Conditions („T&C“), setting out
the applicable terms & conditions. In the event of any inconsistencies between any of the
T&Cs and this White Paper, the T&C shall prevail.
No part of this White Paper is to be reproduced or distributed without this section and the
following sections entitled “Legal Nature of SECRET COIN Tokens”, „No Offer of Securities
or Registration“, „Distribution and Sales Restrictions“, “Disclaimer of Liability”, “No
Representations and Warranties”, “Forward-Looking Statements”, “Market and Industry
Information and No Consent of Other Persons”, “No Advice”, “No Further Information or
Update”, and “Risks and Uncertainties”.
Legal Nature of SECRET COIN Tokens
SECRET COIN Tokens are not intended to constitute securities or any other form of capital
investment product in any jurisdiction. They do not grant any rights in any company, any
dividends, any payment of interest, any profit participation or any other remuneration for the
provision of capital. They only represent a claim for performance of the Participant in the
SECRET COIN Blockchain which still has to be developed and put into operation as
described in this White Paper. The services and features of the SECRET COIN Blockchain
described in this White Paper are subject to change in the sole discretion of the SECRET
COIN.
SECRET COIN Tokens cannot be cashed in at SECRET COIN and SECRET COIN is
generally not obliged to redeem any SECRET COIN Tokens against cash.
No Offer of Securities or Registration
This White Paper does not constitute a prospectus or any other form of capital investment
product
or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or any
other form of capital investment product or a solicitation for investment in securities or any
other form of capital investment product in jurisdiction. This White Paper is also not intended
to constitute a solicitation for investment in securities or any other form of capital investment
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product in any jurisdiction. This White Paper has not been filed with or approved by any
regulatory authority in any jurisdiction. No regulatory authority has examined or approved
any of the information set out in this White Paper, nor was such examination or approval
sought. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or
rules of any jurisdiction.
LEGAL NOTE
Disclaimer of Liabilities
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, SECRET
COIN shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of
any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or
profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or
reliance on this White Paper or any part thereof.
No Representations and Warranties
SECRET COIN does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any
representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person,
including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and
completeness of any of the information set out in this White Paper. The only binding
documents are the T&C.
Forward Looking Statements
This White Paper contains certain forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements
are statements that do not relate to historical facts and events. This applies, in particular, to
statements in this White Paper concerning the set-up and the operation of the SECRET
COIN Blockchain, its capacities and services, as well as general economic and regulatory
conditions and other factors SECRET COIN is exposed to. Forward-looking statements are
based on current estimates
and assumptions of SECRET COIN made according to the best of the SECRET COIN
knowledge. Such forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other
factors that may lead to SECRET COIN actual plan to build and set up the SECRET COIN
Blockchain and the services related thereto differing materially from those explicitly or
implicitly assumed or described in such forward-looking statements. The setup of the
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SECRET COIN Blockchain is subject to a number of risks and uncertainties that could also
cause a forward-looking statement, estimate, or prediction to become inaccurate. For this
reason Participants are strongly advised to read the section “Risk Factors” stipulated in the
T&C, which include a more detailed description of such factors that have an impact on the
realization and set-up of the SECRET COIN Blockchain and its operation. In consideration of
the risks, uncertainties
and assumptions, it is possible that the future events mentioned in this White Paper may
not occur. Moreover, it has to be noted that the forward-looking estimates and forecasts
reproduced in this White Paper from third-parties [1] may prove to be inaccurate. Moreover,
SECRET COIN does not assume any obligation to update any forward-looking statements or
to bring these forward-looking statements into line with future events or developments.
The statements contained in this White Paper may include statements of future expectations
and other forward-looking statements that are based on SECRET COIN current views and
assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause the
setup and the operation of the SECRET COIN Blockchain to differ materially from those
expressed or implied in such statements. Some of these statements can be identified by
forward-looking terms such as “aim”, “target”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”,
“expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”, “probable”, “project”, “should”, “would”, “will”
or other similar terms. However, these terms are not the exclusive means of identifying
forward-looking statements.
Market and Industry Information and no Consent of Other Persons
This White Paper includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been
obtained from internal surveys, reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market
research, publicly available information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports,
studies, market research, publicly available information and publications generally state that
the information that they contain has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but
there can be no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such included information.
Save for SECRET COIN and its directors, executive officers and employees, no person has
provided his consent to the inclusion of his name and/or other information attributed or
perceived to be attributed to such person in connection therewith in this White Paper and no
representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be provided as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information by such person and such persons shall not be obliged to
provide any updates on the same. While SECRET COIN has taken reasonable actions to
ensure that the information is extracted accurately and in its proper context, SECRET COIN
has not conducted any independent review of the information extracted from third party
sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained the
underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, neither SECRET COIN
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nor its directors, executive officers and employees acting on their behalf makes any
representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall
not be obliged to provide any updates on the same.
No Advice
This White Paper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to, or any
solicitation of any offer by SECRET COIN to purchase any SECRET COIN Token nor shall it
or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in
connection with, any contract or investment decision. No information in this White Paper
should be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax advice regarding the SECRET
COIN Token and the sale of the SECRET COIN Tokens. Each potential Participant should
consult its own legal, financial, tax or other professional adviser regarding the operation of
the SECRET COIN Blockchain, the SECRET COIN Token and the sale of the SECRET
COIN Tokens.
No further Information Update
No person has been or is authorised to give any information or representation not contained
in this White Paper in connection with the SECRET COIN Token, the SECRET COIN
Blockchain and the sale of the SECRET COIN Tokens and, if given, such information or
representation must not be relied upon as having been authorized by or on behalf of
SECRET COIN. The sale of the SECRET COIN Tokens shall not, under any circumstances,
constitute a continuing representation that there has been no change, or development
reasonably likely to involve a material change in the set-up and operation of the SECRET
COIN Blockchain, the services in connection therewith or in any statement of fact or
information contained in this White Paper since the date hereof.
Risks and Uncertainties
The purchase of SECRET COIN Tokens is associated with significant risks and may lead to
the loss of the contributed amount. There is no income, earning or return related to SECRET
COIN Token. The tradability of a SECRET COIN Token is unclear and might be very limited.
The set-up and the operation of the SECRET COIN Blockchain are subject to risks and
uncertainties. In particular, economic and political/regulatory risks may influence the
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SECRET COIN Token, the SECRET COIN Blockchain and the usage of the SECRET COIN
Token (up to the non-tradability and worthlessness). Prospective Participants of SECRET
COIN Token sale should carefully
consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with the set-up and operation
of the SECRET COIN Blockchain, all information set out in this White Paper and in more
detail in the T&Cs prior to any purchase of SECRET COIN Tokens. If any of such risks and
uncertainties materializes, the setup, operation of the SECRET COIN Blockchain, the
services and the future use of the SECRET COIN Tokens could be materially and adversely
affected. In such cases, Participants may lose all or part of the value of the SECRET COIN
Tokens.

